STUDENT GOVERNMENT NOTES

By TROY L. JOHNSON
News Editor

The following points were raised and discussed at the Student Government meeting that was held last Tuesday evening.

Executive

The plans for next semester’s housing were discussed.
There will be baning back and fourth from the Woodland M.B. Y.A. station starting the third week-end of next semester if a driver can be found.

Finance

The Ways and Means Committee passed two funding proposals. The first was brought forward by the Student Commuter Association. They were given $417.00 to hold a “Holiday Warm Up.” The event will take place in the first floor of North Thursday December 10. There will be no charge for admittance and all undergraduates are welcome.

GUEST PASS GUIDELINES

By Valerio F. Caso
Director of Residential Life

The Office of Residential Life in cooperation with the Babson Department of Public Safety, has adopted a Guest Pass Policy effective November 30, 1987.

This idea was borne out of a concern for the safety of our residents, an increase in detrimental behavior exhibited by guests to the College and a higher number of “roaming” individuals who are not connected to any member of the Babson community. We hope that with the cooperation of resident students and their guests we can minimize irresponsible wanderers who have caused damage to our halls and initiated conflict with students, residence life staff, and Campus Police.

The procedure is simple and can be accomplished quickly:
1. When a guest arrives on campus, he/she can go to the gatehouse, accompanied by a Babson student and fill out a two-part form. The first part separates the forms and keeps one copy and the other is filed with Campus Police.
2. A guest and student may also fill out a guest pass with the residence hall staff in the student’s hall. The form is again split and the RD/RA keeps one copy and the guest keeps the other.
3. This system is voluntary, however, persons who cannot identify themselves with a guest pass or Babson ID will be escorted off campus. CARRY GUEST PASS ON PERSON AT ALL TIMES ON CAMPUS.
4. Guest pass policy in place for ALL guests at ANY time (Mon-Sun)

This is a VOLUNTARY program. It is a new pilot program that the administration hopes students will participate in on the campus. It is important to keep in mind that anyone who has a Babson ID or guest pass will be considered unauthorized. This attempt to stem superficial or the Babson campus will only work as well as student involvement.

ESCORT POSITIONS AVAILABLE FOR FOUNDER’S DAY

By LINDA RAFERTY
and DICK BISHOP

Applications to become an escort for one of Babson’s honored guests at Founder’s Day are now available. The application cover sheet may be picked up at the mail room or at the office of college relations.

According to escort committee chair, Linda Raferty, “We’re giving people plenty of notice this year. They’ll even have time to prepare the first part of the application — the essay — over the holidays. In addition, we’re going to stick strictly to the deadlines that we’ve established for applica-
tions.”

The escort process consists of three steps: First, anyone who is interested must write a 250 word essay, telling why they should be selected above anyone else on campus for the escort position. These essays are due in Raferty’s hands — her box number is 1887 — on or before January 26th. All essays will be read by all committee members; therefore, it is important that the application sheet, containing the name of the applicant, be attached. No names should appear on the essays in order to assure anonymity. “I’ll be the only person on the committee to know who the applicants are,” says Raferty, “and I have no intention of letting anyone else know.”

Phase two is a personal interview with three members of the escort committee. “We want to learn how the applicants handle themselves in social situations,” Raferty says. A former escort herself, she indicates that there are a number of situations when the escort is expected to carry on a private conversation with one of the honored guests. “You have to learn about the individual and the organization,” she says, “but it also helps if you’re just able to talk about issues of the day.”

The third and final step can be the most grueling. Each applicant appears before a panel of judges which includes members of the escort committee, faculty and administrators. They are given two minutes to introduce a man or woman of their choice exactly as if they were doing so at the Founder’s Day dinner.

According to Founder’s Day committee chair, Richard Bishop, “The applicants are appearing before their severest critics — their peers, as well as before a group of strangers (some call it a strange group). We feel that the composition of this panel puts the same kind of pressure on the applicant that they will feel at the dinner.”

Neither Bishop nor Raferty would comment on the number of escorts who will be selected this year; however, both confirmed that a minimum of six people would be required.

Caught in the act - an expensive car wash.

Photo by Michelle M. Roulau

FREE(P) SPEECH

OPINIONS

FREE(P) SPEECH

Editorial

This is the last issue of the Free Press for this semester, this is the traditional time for the "look back" at the campus and what we accomplished.

The Free Press struggled through this semester with many complaints. By this I mean that we were often complimented on our graphic presentation and quality of the information. Unfortunately this high quality was perceived by most of the campus as translating that we were indifferently staffed. This has not been the case. Those of us who do sell here have worked very hard for the final product.

With the total staff of the Free Press comprised of less than two percent of the undergraduate student population of the College we are striving to produce the quality that we want to present to the community. This two percent includes all writers, typists, photographers, production staff, and the editorial board.

I am not a writing staff. With the exception of our few columnists, the Free Press currently has no staff writers, someone who will take an in-depth look in a short time to form a theme article. As an example it has been like pulling teeth to get a writer from one of the sports teams to write about their own team.

Since the last issue of the Free Press we have seen some changes in the positions available. The campus newspaper is another avenue to learn. I know some of you would consider working but are not convinced that your work is good enough to be published. Remember we are also interested in publishing a quality product; we do not simply toss aside all "non-worthy" articles, we will work with you and help you, that is our job as editors. The skills that can be learned are valuable in business. Reporting teaches methods and techniques to uncover facts and reasons behind actions. It is well-publicized that the writing quality is a widely used criteria for judgement of one's readiness for a business environment.

In this issue is an application, and invite all of you to come to our informational meeting next Friday. If you absolutely can't make it drop a line to Bob. Even if you are remotely interested come by and find out what is available.

Finally, I want to thank the entire gang that signed on for these seminars and congratulate them on a job well done. There is always room for improvement, but I am very satisfied with where we are and how we are positioned for the next semester. I truly could not have done this year without you missing. Thank you all.

This is the Editorial position of the Free Press but this column is based on personal opinion and reflection. For these reasons I will sign it... L.J.F.
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OPINIONS

PROFESSOR FURRHERS ANSON'S POINTS

Dear Students and Faculty,

Mr. Anson urged students to come to grips with the reality of racism, and seize the initiative to decrease its impact. There are still a lot of latent guilt and fear that must be overcome by those who are sincerely interested in learning about mistakes of the past, and Black students are the ones to receive this information, when approached with the sensitivity and respect that it requires.

Nonetheless, good intentions have not closed the widening racial rift seen on many campuses. Some White students have thoughtlessly made jokes, or even made a joke at the expense of a Black student who could not understand it. Black students have made White students uneasy by forming cliques. 

Anson spoke of the deep hurts of Black students who are tired of educating Whites. One student echoed this theme, "Why don't White students go to the Afro-American section of the Library and read and ask questions about color, instead of asking stupid questions like what happens to your hair in the rain?"

Some important suggestions for change come from the Anson discussion:

1. A Babson student asked that White students refrain from asking dumb and irritating questions about racial differences.

2. A Babson faculty member urged those Babson students who have a concern about the elimination of racism to volunteer for the Task Force on Racism, and acquire greater understanding of the problem by participating in constructive dialog.

3. A Babson administrator cautioned that the problem will take a long time to resolve, and that racism is a remaining problem in our society.

4. Another Babson student recalled her anger and frustration when a casual class comment that "Black men want to be just like Whites" was made by a professor. She urged much greater faculty concern for teaching the truth.

5. Anson urged that Black students continue the painful process of educating White students, and that, together, the immediate mission is to educate more Black faculty. He found it shocking that the college curriculum has only one Black faculty member. It is a shame.

6. I admitted that Babson faculty appear to have the mistaken impression that it is nearly impossible to hire faculty of color. I have helped my alma mater find good applicants, and hope that faculty and alumni can be educated for this goal.

A Babson exchange student commented that she felt a sense of pride and strength in attending a predominately Black college, and that experience made living on a predominantly White campus easier.

Anson was particularly disappointed that only these few students showed up for the discussion. Those who were there told the professor, "Don't underestimate your influence as the 'customers'. You will find support for your new ideas." Identify what needs to be done, and get someone to do it.

Anson pointed out that what the petition students are circulating has come to get more Black faculty and Black studies curriculum available to all.

As the close of the discussion, I felt alarm at the evidences of racial insensitivity in the anecdotes shared, a sense of deep frustration about the continuing apathy of faculty, and applause for Anson, who broke into open discussion the frustrating problem of racism.

If you do not attend this lecture, do not miss the opportunity for future information. Please read a copy of his speech. Babson's future is in your response.

Sincerely yours,

Alice E. Kidder
Economics Department

CONTROLLING RUMORS

To the Editor:

At almost any college, alcohol plays a significant role in the school's social environment. It can be argued that it helps to release tensions that build up as a result of a demanding academic schedule. However, sometimes the consumption of alcohol can provoke tensions and lead to physical confrontations that serve to detract from the positive aspects of a school's social environment. An incident such as this occurred on the night of Saturday, November 14.

As a result of a miscommunication between two parties, a student group involved several Forest Hall residents, Bryant residents, as well as three non-Babsonian men. Alcohol may have played a role in sparking the on-or-off campus confrontation which soon erupted into an all out brawl. One of the parties feels their automobile (parked in the rear of Forest Hall) only to be pursued by several Babson students who proceeded to do considerable damage to his car. This is the only reason why the Babson police and the administrative office ever became involved.

The repercussions of this incident continued throughout the weekend and into the following week through rumors which involved several different and exaggerated accounts of the events that occurred that evening. The truth of the matter is that two students became involved in a controversy, but the way so many people felt it was their duty to get involved and choose sides below a small controversy into a huge issue. Several people approached each party after the incident and asked each what he should do, however, I feel everyone should have let the whole matter die. It was not a clash between two sports, it was not an ongoing hatred between parties, it is not a crisis; it was, however, a confrontation between two people who had never met and had never even heard of another until that night.

I am sincerely apologetic to everyone involved that evening and I deeply regret the events that occurred. I know I have learned a lot from this incident and I hope everyone involved did also so we can avoid a similar situation in the future.

Sincerely,

Tom Fichler

ABC'S OF POLICY

To the Editor:

We're not MIT, but come on!

During registration I had the unfortunate experience of being "Closed Out" from a course I had planned to take - Policy. I was asked to find another course, that was on lottery, but was far from the end of seniors to register. I was forced to write my name on a list with the desired section. So I

1. Count the number of seniors, the number of many sections available for spring registration.

2. Count the number of seniors taking Policy in the fall semester.

3. Subtract 2 from 1.

4. Divide this number by the number of alums showed up for class.

5. Have this many sections available for spring registration.

Sincerely,

Dan Bommer
STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE: FRIEND OR FOE

To the Editor:

We are coming to the end of the semester and I would like to address what I believe to be a serious problem that has grown as this semester has progressed. Many people will not be aware of the problem since it is restricted to those who are involved in student organizations. Many people have no awareness of the repercussions that affect every member of the community. It concerns the Office of Student Activities.

The Student Activities Office (S.A.O.) is supposed to be a resource for the students to use in order to provide extra-curricular activities to the campus. It is my opinion that instead the S.A.O. has stifled creativity and forced organizations to follow the dictates of that office, regardless of the desires of the students. The following are examples of the S.A.O.'s attempts at control.

Last spring I had tendered my resignation from the Programming Board due to a lack of excitement I had in the organization. This stemmed from the fact that I felt the students were not being sponsored. After consideration I felt that I would have been better off if I had remained on the board and tried to fix the problems from within. Over the summer I expressed my desire to regain my still vacant seat on the board. The response was basically that it would be considered when the board met in the fall. To this day I have heard nothing.

Another person, who is a programmer, left around campus, feels that the S.A.O. is more of a hindrance than a help. They believe the S.A.O. slows down the process of setting up social events and cause unnecessary problems. At times this leads to problem events and even the non-occurrence of events. An example of this is an event that has taken place twice on this campus, and has been very successful both times. It is The Great College Drive-In Movie. In November of 1985 two agents from C.T.I. (the owners of the Drive-In) approached my group and two other students with an offer. C.T.I was about to film a new rental video for Drive-In and they felt that the university had the perfect location. They offered free use of the equipment (a $2000 value) as well as the movies (a value of $250 - 500), all we need provide were the people. The S.A.O. dragged it's feet and it never happened. This example can be substantiated by either of the two agents or the other students involved.

A prime example of the S.A.O. trying to exert control over the students is the now famous Winter Weekend '87 Friday night party. On that night a "dry" party was sponsored at Knight and was attended by less than 50 people and Student Government suffered a major financial loss. The Winter Weekend Committee had not wanted to do a "dry" event but was "convinced" by the S.A.O.

I am not stating that there need be alcohol at parties for people to have a good time. That theory was dispelled by last years freshman and sophomore classes. Instead it surfaces in the fact that the "dry" party idea was forced on the students, and many students did not attend for the simple reason that they were protesting the administration. The fact that the party was a dry event was the primary factor behind the boycott and the lack of attendance" states Brad Kohn, one of the chairpeople for Winter Weekend '87.

One final example is the recent selection for Parent's Weekend Committee chairpeople. While such an event was made by a very good one, the method is questionable. The deadline for applications was moved up, form what was originally expressed in order to allow more people to apply. The idea being that this would allow more choice and hopefully a better leader(s). However only three applications were received (one was eventually withdrawn). Does it not make more sense to choose a candidate who is very interested and enthusiasm their application early, or let someone apply just for the sake of applying? All that it accomplished was starting the committee selection at a late date and in turn delaying the whole process. Now the chairpeople will be forced to work twice as hard to accomplish what needs to be done. And to top it all off the decision was made before the November 24 deadline.

In conclusion let me state that I very much like the people in the S.A.O. and I feel they have the potential to be of great value to the campus this is by no means a personal attack against any of them. I have been very involved with the S.A.O. during my 3 and 1/2 years here as President of Soco, chairman of Winter Weekend '86 and Spring Weekend '87 as well as 5 and 1/2 years on the Programming Board. I have worked under three different S.A.O. bodies, and without question the current make-up has the most to offer. One aspect however that I feel must be retained and that is the need for an individual to remain nameless feels, "most of them have been here less time than the seniors or juniors and as long as the sophomores, how can they expect to know what is right for these students?" While they may not know the Babson student they have vast amounts of knowledge in their area. However controlling the ideas and the students is not what the S.A.O. should be there for. Now that the issue has been brought forth let's do something to rectify the situation. It is the students who should control the activities on campus not the administration.

Sincerely,

Neil Augur

CHOOSING CHAIRS

To the Editor:

How should we choose the chairpersons for the Winter, Spring, and Parent's weekends? This is a question that needs to be addressed by the student body.

This letter is not an attack on any organization nor any individuals, especially those people already chosen to head these weekends. It is, however, an attack on a process.

I believe that our major weekends are for the students benefit, and in most part are planned, run, and funded by the students. There is, however, no student input in the selection process for the committee.

We have many organizations on campus that put on events for the benefit of the campus as a whole and the head of each organization is picked, in one way or another, by students. This may be through open elections, as is the case with my organization, or through an intra-organizational selection process. What the method is does not matter, what is important is the fact that students are involved in the selection.

I believe needs to happen with the weekend committee heads. Would it not be more appropriate to have the committee heads chosen by a selection committee comprised of both students and administration?

I hope that this letter is enough to get students and administrators working together to create such a selection process, which would be one that is representative of the students.

Sincerely,

Kevin McLaughlin
V.P. Social/Pres. Soco

OFFENSIVE HOKEY

To the Editor:

At the hockey game on November 15th, 1987 with Babson College a group of Babson students made disparaging remarks about Salem's players, students, and fans for attending a state school.

Remarks about opposing teammates' mothers, and chants like "the goalie is a sieve" are appropriate among any rowdy hockey fans. However, derogatory comments like "what a job can you get from Salem State College?" and "hey, hey it's okay you'll be working for us some day" are hitting below the belt.

The universities provide an excellent education, and are the only affordable route for many families. I feel very fortunate and proud to have the opportunity to attend Babson College, I only hope attitudes like this do not give our excellent hockey program and school reputation a bad name.

Sincerely,

Michael O'rr

ONE SMALL ISSUE

To the Editor:

I would like to raise one small issue concerning the November 19th paper. At the end of the article titled "Rain, Relations discussed" a quote is attributed to me. While I definitely said "unless something is alcohol related here, its life expectancy is two weeks", I did not point out that six of the student members of the special task force did not show for the first meeting.

I certainly do not mind taking

my shots on campus, or is the Free Press, but do expect to get them quoted accurately. Someone else made this point about student members during that evening's discussion.

Sincerely,

David A. Ellis
Dean of Students

Editor's Note: The comment referred to by Don Ellis was in fact made by Dr. Rooney.
SOMEONE TO LISTEN

By GEORGE T. CLANCY
Contributing Writer

All of us at one time or another need advice, counsel, direction, or just someone who is willing to listen. College can be a time in our lives when we go through a difficult transitional period and may need someone to help us through this time. There is a counseling service here at Babson that can help students make it through this sometimes tumultuous stage.

The Human Relations Service is a private, non-profit agency serving Wellesley and Weston. HRS is affiliated with the Mass. Department of Mental Health. Established in 1948, it was the nation’s first clinic of its kind, offering programs for prevention and treatment of community mental health problems.

HRS is staffed by psychiatrists, psychologists, and psychiatric social workers who are experienced clinicians and consultants thoroughly familiar with the type of problems that Babson students encounter. It offers a warm, informal setting where clients are seen promptly; there is no waiting list.

Allan Wyatt, a counselor at HRS, stated that over the years there has been a steady increase in the use not only of HRS by Babson students. HRS has seen a steady increased use not only among Babson students but the administration also. “There has been an increase in the administration’s use of HRS as consultants. We’ve been working together to run programs on the issues that affect students in our world today.”

Counseling services are generally viewed here at Babson as programs that you have to go to when you get into trouble with the administration and receive disciplinary action. Wyatt wants that myth to be cleared up. “We do not discipline here and we don’t perform a disciplinarian role. If that was the case the students would get no value out of it. The counseling doesn’t work if it is forced.”

Students should not think that going to HRS means that you have lost your marbles either. Carolee Werth, the director of Health Services here at Babson, reiterated this point. “If a student has a friend or roommate suffering from an eating disorder or a substance abuse or any mental problem they should refer them to HRS. Seeking a counselor does not mean that you are mentally ill. It’s chance to get some help.”

Sandy Glantz, a nurse practitioner at the Health Center talked about her use of counseling services while she was a college student. “My roommate was driving me nuts. First she didn’t want to be my friend and then later she did want to but then by then I had made other friends who didn’t get along with her. I went to see a counselor about it and it really helped me to get back on track and put it all behind me.”

Issues of confidentially are of utmost importance to Babson and HRS. Records of counseling sessions never become a part of a student’s transcript or college record. You can see a counselor either here at Babson or at HRS in Wellesley. There is now a beautiful new room at the Health Center just for counseling sessions and programs. It provides a nice relaxed atmosphere for getting your problems out in the open and is very private.

This service is offered to Babson students and is included in your health center fee. It is important to note that this service is separate from the Health Center and your HRS records are kept there. You may set up an appointment through the Health Center or HRS at 235-4950 during the week. If you or a friend you know has a problem that needs to be brought out into the open you should use this most valuable service.

JAIL AND BAIL RAISES $6000

By MARC FREEDMAN
Contributing Writer

They were surprised, they were arrested, they were handcuffed, they were brought to jail, they raised money and more money, but not all of it.

On December 1 & 2, the Zeta Beta Tau Fraternity successfully coordinated a “Jail & Bail” and raised over $6,000 for the American Cancer Society.

ZBT received an overwhelming response from student and faculty who with a donation of $5, had their friends and professors arrested.

The Babson Police Public Safety Department generously donated their time by making arrests around the Babson campus. Those arrested were handcuffed, escorted by the campus police officer and summoned to appear before the judge in the Trim Court Room.

Judges Sokuvitz, Shuman, Falic and we didn’t forget Bruno handled all cases extremely honorably. While students filed in and out of Trim, they observed their fellow students and professors conversing with all, even with criminals including; sexual harassment, selling a price limit for what a woman went to a restaurant, cohabitation, being a general nuisance and attempting to murder Bambi.

Professor Wosten had so much fun in jail that he stayed longer than his sentenced bail of $10 and raised over $700 for the American Cancer Society.

The two day festivity contained surprises and creative antics on the part of the arrestees and the judges who sentenced them. However, this successful event could not have taken place without the time dedication of the following individuals and departments, so without further ado, let’s rol the credits.

Zeta Beta Tau Fraternity wishes to extend oodles of thanks to the Babson Police Public Safety Department for their dedicated time and good sportsmanship in the day’s activities. To the folks over at Alumni Hall for allowing us to hold the jail there. To Building and Grounds for their sturdy and realistic jail cell, to the Marrio Corporation, College Relation, Student Activities, Video Processing, Media Service and anyone else who may have been forgotten.

Most of all though, Zeta Beta Tau could not have done “Jail & Bail” without you; the students, professors and faculty of Babson College.

Photo by Craig LaPianca
Vice-President Prickett in custody during Jail and Bail.

RECK’S RAMBLINGS

By GEORGE RECK
Contributing Writer

It’s Policy Weekend again. It’s also the last big weekend of the semester which means paper work and dial-a-date. So, I think this week I would give you a look at Reck’s tips on how to survive the end of the semester. Pay close attention.

1. Don’t wait until the last minute. If you do, be prepared to meet Mr. Murphy. Mr. Murphy is the fellow who wrote Murphy’s law that says “if anything can go wrong, it will go wrong.”

2. Don’t stay up all night - especially before an exam. I know a lot of students prefer the last minute cram method but I think only a few are successful at it. Even four hours of sleep can make a big difference in performance.

3. Take a break every now and then. I never met Thomas Edison but I am pretty sure he is not at Babson this semester. (He used to work hours on end for days at a time.) If you combine taking breaks with breaking your material down into two hour segments or so, I think you find that your overall workload will be much more manageable.

4. Find a study group. I prefer smaller groups with no more than five people. Question each other. I liked to have other people ask me as many questions as they liked. If I knew the answer great. If I didn’t know the answer, then I knew what I had to study or go over again.

5. Play “guess the questions.” I had several professors that would have the students write out two or three easy essay questions for the exam. I would study up three or four possible exam questions and answer them all. I managed to usually get at least one match which gave me a fairly good advantage especially from a psychological point of view.

6. Summarize your notes. This is an interesting study technique that serves two purposes. If you are like me, your notebook is just this side of illegible. I liked to write (type on the computer if possible) my notes over a second time. This forced me to go over notes thoroughly. It also left me with a nice looking final summary sheet that might only be three or four pages in length that I could use for last minute cramming if possible to use to study on that sheet that I might be particularly excited about in class.

Well, there you have it. A complete guide to surviving the end of semester crunch. It comes with my double-your-money-back guarantee. Now, don’t forget that there will be a two-hour final exam on this article which will be given in Knight Auditorium on 5:00 p.m. on December 25 (if you need extra credits figure out how much dirt is in a hole that is a perfect half sphere as defined by the X7= 2 - 9 function).
In Short

LAST M & A SPEAKER

HOLIDAY PARTY

ACCOUNTING SCHOLARSHIPS

K N I G H T P A R T Y FRIDAY

APPLY FOR R.A./R.D. POSITIONS

HOLIDAY SEMI-FORMAL

YOU CAN HAVE ALL THIS:

- GREAT SALARY
- 100% TUITION REIMBURSEMENT
- EMPLOYEE DISCOUNTS FOR TWO
- FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
- FOR SEMESTER

FOR WORKING JUST 16 HOURS AT 1 PLACE.*

*Stop in our nearest store to discuss part-time opportunities with our Store Manager. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

IT WOULD TAKE MORE THAN THIS AD TO LIST THE BEST OPPORTUNITIES FOR YOUR FIRST CAREER IN RETAIL MANAGEMENT-SO WE'LL MAKE IT SIMPLE FOR YOU.

Please send your resume to: Neil Fall, Manager of Human Resources, 150 Wood Rd., Suite 202, Bramante, MA 02184, An Equal Opportunity Employer.

A Subsidiary of Metlife Corp.

A COMPANY ON THE MOVE.

The Mergers and Acquisitions Club will be having their last event of the semester on Tuesday, December 8th. Chuck Schmidt, former CEO of S. D. Warren and SCA and presently Senior Vice-President at Raytheon, will speak on "The Mission of Management" in Trim 203 at 6:30 p.m. The talk will be preceded by a dinner for invited club members in the President's Dining Room and will be followed by a champagne reception for members when the yearbook photograph will be taken. This presentation is open to all members of the Babson Community.

You are cordially invited to a Holiday Party on Friday, December 18, 1987 from 2...30 to 4...50 pm in the Central Lounge of Park Manor. Come with a name tag—be creative! Share food, friendship, and festivities. Have your picture taken with the fellow in the funny red suit for a donation to Globe Santa. Sign up for the drawings that will be conducted every fifteen minutes. Fifty gift certificates will go to lucky winners. Take home your holiday pothos plants.

The American Society of Women Accountants is offering four $250 scholarships for the 1988-1989 academic year through their Boston Chapter. The National organization is offering three scholarships ranging from $2,500 to $1,500. Applicants should be women majoring in Accounting. Deadline for submission is January 15, 1988. Please contact the Office of Financial Aid for an application.

The junior and senior classes and Student Government are sponsoring a Fifties-Sixties Party! It's Friday, December 4 from 9-1 in Knight. It's only $2 for Babson students and $4 for the non-Babson crowd. Back by popular demand, The Armstrong Brothers Band will be playing. You'll need a proper ID to drink. So, dress for the occasion and get ready to rock 'til you drop!

Make a difference, join our staff. Residence hall staff applications for 1988-89 will be available December 10th at the Residential Life Office!

Everyone is welcome to the Holiday Semi-Formal this Saturday, December 5th from 9-1 in Knight. Admission is $1 for Babson and $3 for non-Babson. DJ, food, prizes for raffle, pictures with Santa Claus. Don't miss it! Dates not required—just your attendance

Hollis Drew left yet...let's get some real music.
I'm still not used to this Professor stuff...
O.K., hey Dan-Baby.
Well I've got a 3 month all-expenses paid vacation in Europe and I'm looking for someone to go with.
I'll send you a postcard...I promise.
"Feel me climbing up your knee...guess what I am...I'm a steel Monkey."
It's coming! - The frozen banana and needle.
Don't laugh at me...I might even take it on the plane with me.
CIBA-GEIGY: say see-ba guy-ghee-now say C+. What's that kid's name, oh yeah! Donohue. Hey Donohue.
If it's okay with you it's okay with me
Yeah I'm under control. Sure.
I don't have any copy.
"She's got every thing delightful, she's got everything I need.
I dressed casual I took off my sweater and put on my pants." If you really wanted casual you should have forgotten the pants.
Okay, you broke up with your girlfriend again...but how about those tickets to Colorado.
Do they really teach finance courses in France.
What ever happened to the Freep Glee Club? Jay! I want some feet! I need feet!
Some guys - 8 pages double spaced is the same thing as 4 pages single spaced...it is isn't it?
What'samatta - got something against toe dancing.
To to to Lynn
Kinda like Sunnysuede
I bet you were a cheerleader.
Perfect Attendance - Ha!
A sick weekend lies ahead.
layout at 1:30 a.m. is not a pleasant thought.
"And that car from The Bronx starts cutting loose but he gets blown right off his feet." - B. S.
It's immature.
FIN 410: No Professor = No Class
Can't say Drink,Drunk, Drunk or Jay.

Wherein we...say Happy Trails
A JOURNEY HOME

By TIM RYAN
Contributing Writer

Pack your bags, kiss Mom on the cheek, and hop in the car! Dad is ready to take you back to Beaver County. Thanksgiving break is over and the big question that looms is can you survive the next 20 days of last minute exams, papers, and boning up of your class participation grades?

While Dad is giving you the text book lecture on how you have to slow down on the skirt chasing and pub nights and concentrate on calculus, and assorted other spine tingling subjects, you can only think about how you bang up long weekend with your old high school chums. Your thoughts are turning to the big party on Wednesday night. When you come just inches away from tagging on your old high school girlfriend (who has lost the 20 pounds that she put on during her freshman year in college). Also running through your mind are the how the kid who got picked on every year suddenly grew to 6'2", 200lbs.

As your father shouts some choice four letter words to the "old guy with a hat" who is going 55mph in the left hand lane, your thoughts turn to the Big Game on Thursday. A grin comes to your face as you recall how your team crushed their dreaded rival and in (my case) captured their first league title ever. The weather was bad, but you did not mind, since your buddy Jack Daniels was with you underneath your new overcoat. The morning would not be complete if you did not bump into the person you once more likely to be murdered and they say to be buddies with you even though the sight of this person, in high school, made you want to throw up the school lunch. Finally you dumped this poor excuse for a life off to your best friend and head down the stands to inspect at the new crop of cheerleaders. Immediately after, the large man in back of you taps you on the shoulder and informs you that the girl you are making pg-13 gestures to, is his daughter - you decided that it would be best for your life insurance company if you headed over to talk to your old history teacher.

A hot tune on WRZ of your father's AM radio brings you back to reality and you can't help but realize how happy your father is now that you are going back. In order to spoil your father's good mood, you remind him that in a mere 20 days you will not only be coming back for Christmas break but you will also be bringing all of your worldly possessions home with you. What this means to dear old Dad is that he has to buzz down to the u-haul building and rent a roof rack and a trailer, in order to accommodate your "work load".

Once again, as you tune out your father, you find your thoughts turning to the past weekend. Saturday night brought another "Animal House" party, as your old high school quarterback has "Live Aid III" in his house and Sunday morning your mother dragged you out of bed for your first church service of the year. When you asked your mother what we wear to church, she gave you the third degree - questioning to see if you have been going to the campus services on Saturday nights.

After the morning services you called up your old high school mates and said good-bye, ask your mother for all of your brothers and sisters sweatshirt sizes, so that you can do your entire Christmas shopping at the bookstore.

Your father rudely interrupts you as he shouts "which dome is it?". Once you unload your stuff your dad gives you the fatherly pat on the back and tells you to make him proud or find another place to live for winter.

As you hang up your clothes and unpack your books you get a headache, thinking about getting packed and exams back and even more preparing for finals. You lie down and take a rest before you head up to the library to prepare for tomorrow's classes. Next thing you know it's 1 Pm and you kick off your rubber boots, roll over, and say the hell with it.

DANCE FOR SOMEONE

By DIANNE YOFFE
Contributing Writer

On February 5, 1988, in conjunction with Winter Weekend, Circle K will be sponsoring a 6-hour dance-a-thon to raise money for the Kiwanis Pediatric Trauma Institute. The K.P.T.I. is a division of the New England Medical Center in Boston. A joint venture of the Kiwanis Dedication of New England and the New England Medical Center, the Institute's purpose is to improve the outcome for children who become victims of accidental illness or injury.

We hear so much about the untimely death of children from rare diseases that we sometimes forget the trauma - accidental injury kills more children than all other diseases combined. Every year in the United States, 15,000 children die and 100,000 more are permanently disabled following trauma.

Specialists address physical needs, as well as the educational and emotional rehabilitation needed to restore the child to his/her school and family setting. In addition to advanced medical facilities, the essential ingredient is commitment - commitment to the special needs of injured children, and professional, institutional, and community commitment to providing the needed services and facilities.

The activities of the Kiwanis Pediatric Trauma Institute are very expensive. In the current year, the Kiwanians of New England Medical Center will commit over $750,000 to continue their programs. Patients are accepted without regard to their ability to pay. Other support comes from concerned individuals and groups.

Babson is one of these concerned groups. Everyone can help by dancing, sponsoring a dancer, making a donation, or organizing parts of the dance. Other organizations which will be helping Circle K sponsor the dance-a-thon are: Student Government, 500CO, BISO, the BABSONIAN, the class of '90, Academy of Accountancy, and ZBT. If you have any questions or want to help, please contact Dianne Yoffe at X4760 and box 2504.

BLOOM COUNTY

by Berke Breathed

X-MAS SPIRITS

LISTINGS

H&H - The Handel and Haydn Society presents its annual performance of Handel's "Messiah" at Symphony Hall on Dec. 13 at 7:30 p.m. This Boston holiday tradition will be conducted by the Society's Assistant Conductor Jeffrey Rink.

POPS - John Williams will be conducting his eighth season of Christmas concerts at Symphony Hall, Dec. 19, 20, and 22 at 7:30 p.m. Come on a "Sleigh Ride" and start it "While Christmas" party with the Boston Pops.

BALLET - The Boston Ballet performs their annual Nutcracker Suite at the Wang Center Dec. 3 - Jan. 3. Ticket prices range from $14 - $37. Call TICKETMASTER at 787-8000. Don't miss this X-Mas tradition!

B.S.O. - Will accompany a semi-staged performance of "Elektra" with Seiji Ozawa conducting. Featuring soloists include soprano Nadine Santos and Charles Wetherbee, mezzo-soprano Christa Ludwig as Klytemnestra, tenor James King as Agisth, and bass Brian Matthews as Creon. Dec. 9 and Dec. 12 at 8:00 p.m.
ART CARVED
CLASS RINGS

DON'T DELAY!

Dec. 7th & 8th 10am-3pm Mailroom
Date Time Place

< 2021 Art Carved Class Rings>

Now is the time to make your choice. Because every Art Carved college ring—from handsome traditional to contemporary styles—is on sale now! You'll be impressed with the fine Art Carved craftsmanship that's backed by a life time warranty. And you'll appreciate the savings. Don't miss out!

The Quality. The Craftsmanship. The Reward You Deserve.

SAVE 60% ON GOLD RINGS!
APPLICATIONS FOR FREE PRESS POSITIONS

MANDATORY MEETING:
Friday, December 11th 2 p.m. - 4 p.m.
Refreshments provided in the Freep Production Room, located in the basement of Park Manor Central.

Bring the completed application to the Dec. 11 meeting.

NAME: ________________________________
CLASS: __________________ BOX # ______ PHONE # ______

WHAT SALARIED POSITIONS WOULD YOU BE INTERESTED IN?
(Circle as many as you want. Rank order your first two choices.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Editor-in-Chief</th>
<th>Sports Editor</th>
<th>Production Manager</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>News Editor</td>
<td>Photography Editor</td>
<td>Business Manager</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Features Editor</td>
<td>Advertising Manager</td>
<td>Circulation Manager</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NON-SALARIED POSITIONS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Reporting Staff</th>
<th>Circulation Staff</th>
<th>Production Staff</th>
<th>Columnist</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Photographer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Computer Support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WHY ARE YOU INTERESTED IN WORKING FOR THE FREE PRESS?
(Just a short statement about what motivates you to apply...)

WHAT OTHER ACTIVITIES ARE YOU INVOLVED IN OUTSIDE OF CLASSES?
(Include sports, student committees, work commitments, etc.)

How many hours a week are you committed to outside activities?

How many hours a week can you devote to the Free Press?

DO YOU HAVE ANY RELEVANT EXPERIENCE?
Remember...EXPERIENCE WITH NEWSPAPERS IS NOT NECESSARY.
Relevant experience could include anything from coursework to high school or work experience. Responsibility and commitment are the most important pre-requisites for the job.
Describe any relevant experience which illustrates this.

WRITE TO BOX 140 WITH ANY QUESTIONS
Top of the Basket goes to the 13 weeks of the semester behind us.

Flash to Younger Son: So how did it feel to REALLY get into character for the first time this year?
- your ex-girlfriend

Flash to K.M. Male: Happy Birthday! You are older now than ever before! Love, the girl who wants to run her thru your hair.

Flash to my clean dancing partner: I will really miss you. I am very happy.
- Love, Your wife

Flash to Sophomores: Speaker Break in Santa Domingo! Info. meeting w/travel agent coming shortly! Get psyched!

Flash to Mr. Awesome: If you had your choice between being cultured, the hardstuff, or the warriors—would it "bee" women?
- Miss Popularity

Flash to BG: I'll be a total of 3 weekends that I've had to share you now. P.S. Snaffles is gone! Ha Ha

Flash to Accounting Major in the Pink Tie: I'm working on taking compliments better—wanna throw a few more my way? (Ha Ha) Thanks for the fun time Friday night.
- A Blind Date

Flash to Don R.: Ha, Ha, You couldn't get thrown out for this time; I'll bet Dave would like you for his tie to show how to mix it 2 ways and o—
- Psalm Pitt Gang

Flash to Bob: We missed your car last weekend, but it won't happen AGAIN! Your SAB will be ours! The tow away patrol

Flash to Sean Doyle: The crank calls are getting real odd. Flash to Brenda: Wine coolers are for drinking—not washing your hair!
- An amused Observer

Flash to Jane A.: nice party for the faculty last week. Too bad more didn't show up.
- The Professor

Flash to Intramural Hoopers: Look out for the Staphors. We are a plague on the league.

Flash to M: Furball, Blood, DEAD!!
- Once-Bitten

Flash to P.A.: You look Flash to Res Life: It's 9:40 a.m. Monday morning. As usual, New Hall has NO HOT WATER!
- Residents Dying of Pneumonia
Flash to Raven: You and your friends should have moved to the annals.
- Second Floor New Hall Flash to Maureen W: Your paper sucked!

Flash to New Hall Residents: Anyone interested in bringing a class action lawsuit against Babson for us juniors?
- New Hall Warm Blooded Residents Assoc. Flash to J.L: You'll probably get back me, but I believe you owe me a six of diet coke...yeah, yeah, that's it
- Shellie Flash to Val Caso: When was the last time you had no Hot Water? Our sickness and death is on your hands.
- New Hall Flash to Shazzyze: You owe me!
- Your RD

Flash to Nance: Sorry about dinner! Hope you weren't looking forward to the Pillar House too much!
- Shellie

Flash to Shelly: You should know better than to mess with me. I'll get you back...just wait nad see! Look out, I play dirty.
- Nance

Flash to Kyle: Don't be so negasive!
- The Fighting Irish

Flash to Nick: God Bless America and that I love. You can't carry a tune!
- The Awesome Quarters remember them

Flash to Sean D.: Quick, Quick, Quick. I'm so huge! Your great gymnast.

The awesome quarters players
Flash to Lisa K., Chris, and April: Merry Christmas guys! Have a good vacation and see you again in January. Don't mess up Florida! - Becky

Flash to Julie, Deidre, Lisa H. and Melissa: Happy Holidays and best of luck on your finals. Oh my god...the semester is over!
- Birch

Flash to Jules J.: Accounting 201 - I know we can do it! Let's ace that @*!@% exam!! - BNN

Flash to Coleman 101: Well you are timing you are taking symp
- The Club

Flash to Campus: A funeral would be too loud for Mary Ellen SKT
Flash to Adrian: Knock, Knock. I see Seagull Beach calling us names. Get the J. Lynch and the aspirin ready. Maybe we should go the gas station to curl our hair! Gordie rules! - Darla

Flash to Kyle: Don't be so negative - The Fighting Irish
Flash to Julie J.: What's with you and the needle...and the banana! I can't take you anywhere! - Ugh

Flash to Milo and Spuddy: All set for the new year, what a way to welcome it with smiles and twitches and twitching eyebrows. Jocko

Flash to Sean: What guts, what gait, bet you're looking forward to the weekend, heh, heh, -OH ROY!

Flash to Freepers: Thanks for the great times, great nites, great work, and great effort. Just letting you know how it really is: you are all G-G-GREAT!
- E.L.C.

Flash to Spuddy and Milo: Good things come to those who wait. - you know who.

Flash to Deh J.: 12:00 midnight - want to jog anyone? Over hill, over, over...Wait! What's going on? Paranoiac!
- Birch

Flash to April: We need a registration statement next semester. Start thinking. This semester has really been fun, but the next two will be even better. - Love, Lee Marie

Flash to Christina: What can I say—it's been great. Hope next semester's even better.
- Love, Lisa.

Flash to Spedy (Blab, blab): Thanks for all the info. We've all enjoyed your company.
- Love, T.K. & M.K.

Flash to Hammey: This is going to be short and to the point. Words and music! I hope you understand. Bear with me for a while. I've just got a lot on my mind. - Marianna

- CDM

Flash to Rich-Ngan: This one's for you! Hope you've had an awesome semester, no? Let's see how you roomie.
- Love, Lisa.

Flash to Mr. Awesome: If you had your choice between being cultured, the hardstuff, or the warriors—would it "bee" women?
- Miss Popularity

Flash to Shelly: You should know better than to mess with me. I'll get you back...just wait nad see! Look out, I play dirty.
- Nance

Flash to Vance: Sorry about dinner! Hope you weren't looking forward to the Pillar House too much!
- Shellie

Flash to Shelly: You should know better than to mess with me. I'll get you back...just wait nad see! Look out, I play dirty.
- Nance

Flash to Vance: Sorry about dinner! Hope you weren't looking forward to the Pillar House too much!
- Shellie

Flash to Shelly: You should know better than to mess with me. I'll get you back...just wait nad see! Look out, I play dirty.
- Nance

Flash to Vance: Sorry you're gonna get another one.
- The Devil Below

Flash to Seniors: Hand in your proofs and make your yearbook picture selection on Dec. 3, 11-2, Grad Student Lounge. - Babsonian Flash to Sean: Do you play your music that loud all the time because you're going deaf or just to be obnoxious? - All your 3rd floor neighbors

Flash to Kevin: What are your feet made out of? - The Evil Below

Flash to Bob in FA II 7: I love you!!!

Flash to Brian in 301 - YOU'RE THE BEST!!!!

Flash to Steve in 301: YOU'RE THE BEST!!!!

Flash to Steve: For the Chinese food and the bank card (910.) Want another beer?
- Guess who?

Flash to Mike: Some of your hair seems to be missing too. (It looks good though.)
- J.B.'s #1 fan

Flash to B.B.: FOUL...that all I have to say. - You Know Who.

Flash to BRENN-A: What was going on under the Com Club Ave Club

Flash to Band Wife #1: Eye contact is the key, but now we have to do something with it. - Band Wife #2

Flash to Jenny: Baby, you know what I like - Silme

Flash to Paula: Sorry to hear you have a triple as an office. Don't worry, I had one as a Freshman and survived.

Flash to South Shore Taler: How hot is the water? - From an Aries and a Cancer

Flash to Central Basketball Team: K.C. and Jimmy want a raise!

Flash to Kara C.: You are loved and missed by us all -Your pals in the States.

Flash to Coop: When you get the urge, Don't do it!! - The Humma

Flash to McC C-4: We would appreciate you not playing Basketball in your rooms after 12:00 a.m.
- Thanks, C-4.

Flash to Heather, Karen, & Bob: Look out! Things are jumping everywhere!

Flash to Dana: I'm sorry!!! - Michelle

Flash to the Kulpster: It's hard to believe she's not infallible. - Wellesley bound.

Flash to Patty: The second time around is always better! Get ready for a formal to remember. Who else.

Flash to Sigma: Why not invite Flo and Gloria? They're nice too! - Jealous.

Flash to Bill: Have a great time. You'll have to write.
- Flash to Maureen: I am a Jehovah's Witness!! Who would?!!
- Signed: Faithful Flash to Work: Your car can be found at Chip's Towing Service-ticket and all.
- Sincerely: Chip's p.s. Bring cash

Flash to My Brother: The possible towing was almost your b-day present!!
- Cindy

Bottom of the Basket goes to the Pure Hall ahead in the next two weeks.
SUMMER MANAGEMENT POSITION AVAILABLE
Get more out of next summer than a job - get a valuable business experience.
College Pro Painters seeks outlet managers to run their own business. Managers are responsible for all aspects of hiring, marketing, production, and finance. Median summer income $7500 plus CALL COLLEGE PRO for details at 923-4545

TERM PAPERS NEED TYPING?
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
CONTACT MRS. VERNER AT 655-5184 FOR MORE INFORMATION

WINTER BREAK TRAVEL
call:
WELLESLEY HILLS TRAVEL
2 LAUREL AVE, WELLESLEY HILLS, MA
431-1444

CONGRATS DEC. GRADS
FRANKLY SPEAKING...phil frank

I THINK I'LL TAKE A YEAR OFF TO SEE EUROPE...THEN COME BACK AND SEE WHAT THE JOB MARKET IS LIKE...

MARK'S SANDWICH SHOP

EXPERIENCE A LOCAL TRADITION

PIZZA

SUBS ON SYRIAN

To Make Your Day Even Better, MARK'S Offers You This Coupon.

2 FOR 1 PIZZA SPECIAL
Monday - Friday anytime after 4pm and all day weekends
Buy Any Large Pizza Get one Small Cheese Pizza FREE
237-3850 237-3851
with this coupon
limited coupon offer valid through 12/31/87

Open 7 Days
Sunday - Wednesday 10 Am - 12 Am
Thursday - Saturday 10 Am - 1 Am
Opposite Grossmans

MARK'S SANDWICH SHOP
12C Washington Street
COHEN'S CHRONICLE

By MICHAEL COHEN
Contributing Writer

The New England Patriots playoff hopes suffered a major setback Sunday with a 34-31 overtime loss to the Philadelphia Eagles. With their second overtime defeat to an NFC East team in the past three weeks, the Patriots once again moved from tied for first place to tied for last place with a 5-6 record. The Pats are now 0-10 in overtime games and have lost 12 consecutive games to NFC East teams since 1978.

A thrilling New England comeback led by quarterback Tom Ramsey made an overtime possible. With under ten minutes to play the Patriots were down 31-10 and looked like a beaten football team. However, three touchdowns in seven minutes tied the score with a minute to play. After New England intercepted an Eagle pass on the next series, all that remained was an easy 31-yard Tony Franklin field goal to win the game with five seconds on the clock. A stunned crowd looked on as the usually reliable Franklin missed the field goal, as well as another one in overtime. When Patriot's running back Moss Tatupu fumbled on the first play after a missed Philadelphia field goal in overtime, Eagles kicker Paul McFadden redeemed himself with a winning 38-yard field goal. Things don't get any easier for the Patriots next week, as they face the 7-31 Broncos in Denver.

Turning to basketball, the Celts' injury situation improved dramatically over the past week. First, Larry Bird returned after a four game absence. Next, on Monday Kevin McHale made his long awaited return to the active roster after having foot surgery over the summer. McHale's presence in the lineup comes just in time for tough road games this week against Atlanta and Detroit. To make room for McHale, the Celtics placed fan favorite guardender Henry on game lead in the Atlantic Division.

In hockey, the Bruins were once again struggling after their seven game winning streak came to an end. Monday night in the Montreal Forum, the Bruins lost for the third time in their last four games with a 4-0 defeat at the hands of the Canadians. The Bruins are now in second place with 14 wins, 10 losses, and 2 ties.

Dear reader, four of the country's best golfers, Jack Nicklaus, Arnold Palmer, Lee Trevino, and Fuzzy Zoeller competed this past weekend for huge cash prizes in the fifth annual Skins game. The big winner was Lee Trevino, who earned $175,000 for a hole-in-one and $310,000 overall.

REMEMBER WHEN...

College football's season has come down to the flurry of bowl games. Miami's surprising 24-0 triumph over the tiring fighting Irish of Notre Dame (I say that not because it's a big game, but because it's on the schedule) . This victory combined with Oklahoma's victory over Nebraska seems to set up the National Championship in the Orange Bowl. But what will happen is as follows: No. 1 South Carolina will beat No. 2 Miami (even Oppie says so). Then No. 2 Miami will conquer No. 1 Oklahoma and No. 3 Florida State will play to a draw against No. 4 Nebraska in the Fiesta Bowl. This will all lead to Syracuse being named the National Champs. Unless of course No. 2 beats No. 3, No. 3 beats No. 1, or No. 1 beats No. 2. I think this would lead to mass confusion in which some will be perplexed and others will be bitter.

There will be some 18 bowls played between December 12th and January 2nd in Division 1 football. But the way things are done is all in all the same. That is, how many of your favorite teams won't play at all? Everybody remembers how upset Denny Crum was when his defending champs didn't get invited to the NCAA basketball tournament last year. But Denny put his team down between his legs and stuck it up. What Denny did was take the NCAA to court like Howard University did last week. Howard posed a (9-1) record but was omitted from Division I-AA so they really cried. They asked a US District Court Judge for a restraining order to delay the first round of games in the playoffs. These guys should grow up, they didn't get invited to the playoffs, that's any reason to file a $1 million lawsuit against the NCAA. I have heard from reliable sources Pat Noone, who has been deeply involved in the stigma as a special assistant to the Doctor's Rep, (Reader's and Howard University) have compiled their 9-1 record through playing a very weak schedule. So much so that there 1 loss was against the parents on the annual father vs. son game.

Bo Jackson played his second NFL game on Monday Night against the Seattle Seahawks. Jackson tallied up 221 yards with 2 touchdowns rushing and got a 3rd touchdown on a pass reception. The Raiders won 37-14 and won their first game in 8 weeks with Jackson playing pretty good for a guy who is out there performing a hobby, Jackson's last trip to the Seattle Kingdome led to another great game as he hit 2 homeruns for the Kansas City Royals. The Royals are his other team.

Some NFL News to keep you hockey fanatics happy. First I don't know how many but a number of you local hockey fans must have asked me the same question. What about those Bruins? Oh, so what-they're in 2nd place with only 55 games left. Gee, it looks like they got it wrapped up. But elsewhere in the NHL, an event happened Sunday for only the second time in the history of the game. NY Ranger goalie Bob Froese, making his first appearance since Nov 1, helped the Rangers beat the Islanders 3-1 by not only saving 29 shots but also by scoring a goal. The goal was scored off of Islanders goalie Billy Smith who is the other goalie with a goal in the NHL. For those few of you who worship the Pittsburgh Penguins, this little tidbit should be exciting. On November 11th the NHL President John Ziegfeld named the Penguins club as the team for the first time ever since they stepped in office in August of 1977. Wow, that sure is respect, huh Niel.

On Sunday the annual Skins game was played between four of golf's greatest. These guys achieved this through hard work and dedication, so much so that Lee Trevino said, "I put golf before my wife and kids." Finally, last week prior to Florida State vs Florida football classic, Florida State had a pop rally with 402 kegs of beer over 100-hours. The inside scoop is that none of these kegs were legal
WINTER SPORTS
START STRONG

By LYNN HARRIS
Sports Editor

The Babson Athletic Department had a positive semester all around. The winter sport season is off to a strong start, just because the semester is ending does not mean the sports season is over.

The Ski Team has been training on dry land with a team of 35 people. Their future looks bright even though they lost a few key team members to graduation. They hope to win top honors in the division just as they have in past years.

The Hockey Team is a favorite in their division with a record of 6 - 2. However Co-Captain Bill Allen emphasized, "If we think we're good, we..." Despite their recent loss at Clark, the swim team is in the midst of a solid season at 2 - 2. On developing their new talent Co-Captain Jim Thomann remarked, "We are continuously progressing. Our times are getting better. We are looking forward to a strong second semester and hope for a top five finish at the New Englands."

Women's Basketball is having an outstanding season with their league record at 4 - 0. Junior Christy Clark thinks, "the team is doing well and will go all the way." Men's Basketball has had two victories over M.I.T. and W.P.I. "This year's team," says sophomore Woody Hines, "is a gutsy team with a lot of talented players who play with a heart." The Squash Team enjoyed a victory in their first scrimmage. Captain Dave Sachs sums up the teams chances by saying, "We have a strong team this year with a great deal of depth. Six players have at least three years of intercollegiate experience. This will be a prosperous year for the team. We look forward to a winning season and also hope to finish in the top 15 at Nationals." As for the overall picture, it seems that all of the teams are on their way to winning seasons.

MEN'S SWIM TEAM: A NEW ERA

By Jim Thomann
Contributing Writer

With each new season, every team looks for the up and coming stars who will carry on a winning tradition. For this year's Men's Swim Team, we're hoping for even more, we want a championship. After last year's influx of freshmen who brought new life and hope to the team, we were doubly surprised to see even more enthusiasm this year. With a great recruiting year by head coach Rick Echlov, we hope to stun opposing teams with our dazzling array of talent.

Leading the team this year are returning veteran co-captains, Bill "Big Toe" Sullivan and Jim "Ear infection" Thomann. One surprise to the seniors this year has been the addition of the "Comeback Kid" - Greg Moll, who recently joined us from another sport. Comprising a strong junior class are returnees, Chris "Duster" Duffy, diver; John Logue, Tom "we had a meet?" Flannick and newcomer Rich "the Duke" Shaw. Our strongest sophomore class ever on the Beaver team are: Kevin Richardson, Jeane - I mean Rob Grimmer, Mike "Mono" Hard.

Craig Wilson, Chris "Sweet Tooth" Porach, Bruce "Goose" Walsh, Jeff Foreman and Andy Smith. And now introducing the freshman class: Danny "Girl's shower" Fairbanks, Jamie "2-ass" Segerstrom, Jeff "Michigan" McLean, Sean "Rooster" Russo, Neil Murphy, Craig Andes and Ben Lazar.

The men have had a couple of real tough meets this year, the toughest one being against Clark on Tuesday night, which the Beavers lost by five heart-breaking points. The men hope to avenge their loss this Saturday at 2:00 pm at home against W.P.I. We'd all like to thank our fans for their continued support, and welcome anyone else who wants to come and see a quality team get wet.

INTRAMURAL WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY

Steve Stirling announced this week the formation of a new intramural sport - Women's Intramural Ice Hockey.

The sport is considered one of the fastest growing women's games in North America. The Athletic Department is excited with prospects of adding this sport to the Intramural Program. Other schools have started Women's Intramural Ice Hockey and have been very successful. The first meeting will be held in the Team Room of the Prevey Gymnasium at 6:00 pm on December 8th.